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Introduction



Introductory Notes

▶ Hello everyone! Thank you for joining me tonight, especially since I know we’re winding 
down the last few hours here. 

▶ I’m going to present on audio fiction in podcasting as an inclusive and diverse space for 
creators and its potential to draw in fresh new audiences to world of podcasting.  On that 
note, happy #AudioDramaSunday! I’m really viscerally pleased by my talk for International 
Podcast Day coinciding with the day of the week where we celebrate audio fiction podcasts 
on Twitter.

▶ A lot of my statistics are coming from the United States, but I’ll purposefully point out 
when that’s so and give some alternate stats that I had access to from other places.

▶ Questions at the end! This is because I’ll lose my train of thought otherwise.



Nomenclature

▶ I’m going to spend exactly one minute addressing terminology.

▶ I’m using “audio fiction” – it feels all encompassing for both scripted and improvised fiction, to 
include tabletops, to include single-person narrated fiction, small or large casts.

▶ Every field has discussions about terminology – even recently, there’s been some talks about 
whether podcasts should still be called “podcasts” anymore! So this is not unusual.

▶ You may see it referred to as audio drama, fiction podcast, scripted fiction (or some more 
genuinely useless terms like “scripted podcast” or “narrated podcast”, which doesn’t actually 
indicate if it’s fiction or not).

▶ For the sake of clarity – here and in my writing online – I’ll be sticking to “audio fiction” sometimes 
with adjectives appended as necessary.

▶ Also, please note I’m going to be citing and pulling from several studies and articles throughout 
this talk. Tomorrow evening I’ll be making available a reference list of citations on my website.



Why is it important for people to see and 
hear themselves represented in fiction?



Why is it important for people to see and hear 
themselves represented in fiction?

▶ This is a common question, right: why do we need to care about visible, audible, 
identifiable representation? It’s because fiction is powerful.

▶ I’m going to be pulling here from a Huffington Post article by Sarah Boboltz and Kimberly Yam 
titled Why On-Screen Representation Actually Matters

▶ The body of work from the Ralph J. Bunche Center for African American Studies at UCLA 
suggests that the more media we consume, the more it stacks up and build up ideas. The 
effect is that once it start accumulating heavily, what you experience on-screen becomes 
normalized. It embeds itself into your memory, and becomes part of your experience.

▶ And once it becomes consumed popularly, it becomes part of social memory

▶ This is why perpetuating stereotypes in fiction powers them in real life.



Why is it important for people to see and hear 
themselves represented in fiction?

▶ In 2012, two researchers – Nicole Martins and Kristen Harrison - published a study on the 
effect of television on children’s self-esteem. TV made subjects feel good about 
themselves, but only if those subjects were white boys. Girls and boys of color experienced 
lower self-esteem as they watched.

▶ So fiction also powers our view of ourselves. The more we see ourselves represented positively in 
fiction, the more confident we feel in who we are.

▶ One of these researchers, Martins, talks about a sociological theory called symbolic 
annihilation. If you don’t see yourself represented in media, you must therefore 
somehow be unimportant. If you see yourself represented one-dimensionally, 
stereotypically, you end up thinking that’s all that’s expected of you in society.



“You can’t see voice actors – what does it 
matter if they’re white or not?”
▶ I’m paraphrasing from my own essay here, published in an Audio Dramatic newsletter in 

June about queer representation.

▶ 1) we shouldn’t have people “acting” to belong to a marginalized group. It is horrible to 
even think about the fact that this is just something they can shed whereas people from 
those communities bring their lived, shared experience and knowledge to the role, and they 
can’t shed those identities and the societal problems that come with it;

▶ 2) we should be paying and hiring people from these communities because they have been 
shut out of media roles of all kinds for a long time due to their status as a marginalized 
community member;

▶ 3) people belonging to those groups deserve to see and hear themselves, to see and hear 
people they can identity with on that level that a non-member of that group cannot 
understand.



Examples of Types of Diversity in Audio 
Fiction Podcasts



Great. Now What?

▶ This is just the barest of primers on inclusive and equitable diverse representation.

▶ What does audio fiction do with these problems? I’m going to guide you through some 
examples of audio fiction podcasts that grapple with different types of diversity questions, 
because it is more than just seeing characters on a screen.



Diversity in the characters present and the 
people playing those roles
▶ Important so that marginalized folks can see 

themselves represented accurately and kindly 
(or in some cases, well and without stereotypes 
at all)

▶ Boom, produced by Observer Pictures and 
created by Faith McQuinn

▶ A combination thriller and slice-of-life podcast 
that deals with recovering from trauma, 
romance, and some crime thriller thrown in for 
kicks.

▶ Created and directed by a Black woman, and 
casts people of color in lead roles, into 
characters that mirror their experiences

▶ The characters being cast diversely is a 
specific example of behind the scenes 
decisions to create a diverse and informed 
experiences in fiction, and to represent diverse 
characters in positions that we would not 
usually see them in like Black women in lead 
romantic roles, Latino men in roles of actively 
healing oneself, and Black men as mental 
health professionals.

▶ Deals actively and accurately with trauma 
impact and recovery on living a daily life, 
relationships, and internal struggles.



It’s transformative to see characters who not only are representative, but are 
engaging in positive behaviors, are shown as successful and valued, and seeking 
happiness for themselves and their loved ones.

It is TRANSFORMATIVE



Diversity behind the scenes in production and 
creation
▶ Important to have diversity at all levels, not 

just for equitable representation, but for 
making sure that we are breaking down barriers 
at all levels, especially one that are there 
because of institutional patriarchy (such as a 
lack of women and non-binary folk in 
tech-based sectors like sound engineering)

▶ Love & Luck, queer romance podcast about two 
men, one cis and one trans, who fall in love and 
together create an inclusive queer space & 
community with maybe a little bit of help. Love 
& Luck actively pushes against the Bury Your 
Gays and Tragic Gays tropes; it’s about happy 
stories for queer people and overcoming 
adversity and comfort in showing happy queer 
lives.

▶ It also works to counter the symbolic 
annihilation mentioned earlier to provide what 
Creator Erin Kyan calls a “power fantasy” – 
where queer people are triumphant and 
empowered.

▶ The entire team, cast and crew, is queer, and 
many of them are disabled!

▶ Creator and lead voice actor, Erin Kyan, is 
both trans and disabled

▶ Erin notes that Love & Luck uses a studio for 
accessibility reasons, and so that people don’t 
have to spend their money on buying a 
microphone/recording equipment.



It’s transformative to have queer people in victorious and affirmative stories, 
but also to be participating in creating them and be supported in the process 
thereof.

It is TRANSFORMATIVE



Diversity in social problems presented and 
discussed

Confronting real life systematic issues – such as 
racism and sexism – through the lens and safe 
space that fiction provides (which has ALWAYS 
been the case for all fiction)

▶ The Bright Sessions (TBS), created by Lauren 
Shippen, discusses socially relevant topics while 
also being a story about queer people falling 
into love.

▶ Shippen has, front and center, discussions about 
toxic masculinity front and the destigmatization 
of mental illness

▶ 1) Toxic masculinity is not referring to 
masculinity as toxic but instead refers to a 
learned set of behaviors and beliefs including 
violence, repression of emotion, and 
expression of misogynist and homophobic 
prejudices, among other things that go hand in 
hand with unexamined male privilege.

▶ 2) TBS tackles this through the characters of 
Caleb and Damian – Caleb as someone who has 
to, because he’s an empath, confront and deal 
with large reserves of emotion especially those 
belonging to other people, whereas Damian is 
manipulative and narcissistic, who imposes his 
will upon others no matter what they might 
want.



Diversity in social problems presented and 
discussed
▶ The Bright Sessions’ entire conceit is based in therapy for people with superpowers they are not in control of. 

With this framework, Shippen can address multiple types of mental illnesses both directly and through 
metaphor an allusion (see: Caleb and toxic masculinity address through empathic powers).

▶ Mental illness is portrayed much more sensitively here than found in mainstream media; characters are not evil because 
of their mental illness, their superpowers, nor even their sometimes flawed choices, and no character is purely black and 
white, or good or evil.

▶ The sensitivity displayed towards mental illness (instead of pathologizing it or treating with disdain) makes characters 
extremely relatable to listeners with mental illness, and provides an encouraging look on what it could be like to engage 
in recovery.



It’s transformative for two things here: 1) the providing of hope for people with 
mental illness and centralizing that discussion positively, where characters are 
not tragedies or bitter and have agency, and 2) the possibility for change, 
redemption, and introspection for all characters and that toxic masculinity can 
be defeated.

It is TRANSFORMATIVE



Diversity as positive and active engagement 
with an intersectional real life community
▶ Kalila Stormfire’s Economical Magick Services, 

created by Lisette Alvarez. This is a podcast 
about a queer Latinx witch who is struggling to 
start a business helping people while someone 
is trying to destroy her reputation.

▶ Midway through production, Lisette Alvarez 
decided to rewrite the rest of the season to 
give one character – a non-binary Black 
romantic character named Desiree – a voice, 
and appropriate casting and equitable 
payment.

▶ This character’s arc is arguably one of the most 
powerful portrayed in the podcast, in healing 
from and processing trauma

▶ Alvarez also actively included the lived 
experience of the actor in the writing and the 
presentation of Desiree

▶ Ultimately, Alvarez’ openness and flexibility 
with her creative work became a means to 
provide authenticity in a kind and 
representative manner.



It’s transformative because of Alvarez’ work in providing an equitable, inclusive 
character. She changed her work in order to reach out to engage her community 
and in doing so provided opportunities that are both safe and fulfilling.

It is TRANSFORMATIVE



Why might these shows not exist but for 
audio fiction?



Why might these shows not exist but for audio 
fiction?
▶ Biggest point: Highly institutionalized oppression of marginalized voices and gatekeeping 

behavior in popular media industries. I’m going to go through some statistics in this section, 
with a focus on film and TV here, but there are a lot of similar problems in indie and 
traditional publishing.

▶ Queer characters:

▶ GLAAD’s 2018 study on movies released in 2017: 14 of 109 film releases from major studios 
included any character identifying as LGBTQ+

▶ There were zero transgender-inclusive characters in 2017 major industry releases.

▶ 7, so half, only have a queer character for less than three to five minutes of screentime.



Why might these shows not exist but for audio 
fiction?
▶ PoC characters

▶ It probably comes as no surprise to find out 
people of color and women are massively 
underrepresented in film and TV.

▶ Women, as of 2016, accounted for 31.2 
percent of film leads, even though they are 
slightly more than half of the population.

▶ Latinx are 2.7 percent of 2016’s film roles, 
Black Americans are 12.5 percent of lead 
film roles, Asian diaspora are 3.1, and 
Native Americans are at .5 percent. Those 
numbers are comparable for scripted TV 
shows.

▶ PoC directors or writers

▶ The most alarming area is in directing and 
writing. 6.9% of ilm directors are women, 13.8 
of writers are women, and people of color 
account for 12.6 percent of directors.

▶ And these are just stats for the US! I 
encourage you to find studies in your 
country. In the UK film industry, for 
instance, out of 1172 films from 2006 to 
2016, 59% don’t feature a named character 
role for a Black actor at all. And it comes as 
no surprise, again, that the 45,000 roles 
credited in the UK between these years, only 
218 were lead roles played back British black 
actors. That’s .5 percent, by the way.



Why might these shows not exist but for audio 
fiction?
▶ Disabled actors and creators

▶ A study from the Annenberg School of Communication and Journalism examined over 800 films 
from 2007 to 2016 for their portrayals of, amongst many other things, people with disabilities.

▶ 2.4% of all speaking or named characters were shown with an identified disability. Only 18.1% of 
them were female, and none were queer.

▶ An analysis of the top ten TV Shows by the Ruderman Family Foundation in 2016 found that less 
than 5% of characters with disabilities are played by actors with disabilities.

▶ You can also see this in UK stats. The Office for National Statistics has recorded that 14% of people in 
employment aged 16-64 consider themselves disabled, but only 0.3% of the total film workforce 
are disabled.

▶ The film industry is simply not casting disabled people as disabled characters, and even less so 
putting them at the helm of creation.



Other Barriers

▶ Budget and finances – marginalized and oppressed community members are more likely to 
live around the poverty line or in difficult financial situations, and that puts heavy 
constraints on financials spending necessary for things like creating films or videos, or even 
having the time amidst the jobs necessary to live to write and produce a book within 
publishing deadline constraints

▶ It’s worth noting that there were a ton of independent films created back in the silent pictures era 
– there were people of color behind the camera and such. But with the invention of films with 
sound, only the affluent could afford it, which also meant, white men an increase in gatekeeping.

▶ Lack of support or connections – people who live in affluent areas or who already have 
connections in publishing, film, or entertainment industries, are more likely to be able to 
break into media industries that have heavy regulations like print or film or TV.



Other Barriers

▶ Mental health + stability concerns – In 2016, the University of Adelaide published a study 
that showed that actors in Australia are more vulnerable to mental health struggles 
exacerbated by a lack of financial stability from being between paid jobs a lot and rarely 
seek help. The stereotype of starving artist is a real thing, and may prevent many from 
even trying.



Why is audio fiction a good fit those barriers?



Reason 1: Podcasting generally is a good fit
▶ Budgeting is far more doable!

▶ spending somewhere around $30-40 for a 
microphone and with a closet and blankets 
means decent quality audio. 

▶ Audacity is a fine, free software for audio 
editing (Welcome to Night Vale is edited on 
Audacity!)

▶ There’s a lot of free music + sound effects 
on the internet, as well a free image and 
resources that can be used to create 
podcast art

▶ Even if all you’ve got is a laptop, you can 
still *make* something.

▶ The financial burden is not gone, but 
diminished

▶ Gatekeeping behaviors are minimized 
because you don’t need to gain 
someone’s approval to publish a podcast
▶ Following a trend of reduced stigma 

against self-publishing written works

▶ You control your work, which means you 
also control who you cast for your 
characters, who you put on your crew, and 
what themes you want to cover.

▶ Podcasting is intimate
▶ That means that if you have to release an 

episode early, take a hiatus, switch gears – 
devoted audiences are a lot more forgiving 
because podcasting is 

▶ Community support: easier to network 
and find connections in indie podcasting 
and audio fiction



Reason 2: Democratized Creative Space for 
Underrepresented People
▶ Audio fiction podcasting democratizes 

creative space for underrepresented 
people.

▶ Because many people can participate 
without gatekeeping, it means anyone can 
create what it is they want to see the 
world. Anyone can also find one of those 
works to participate in, without needing 
someone’s approval to start working in that 
space.

▶ Audio fiction enables people to critique 
institutions and government without 
censorship, because independence means 
opinions that are not governed by a 
regulating body like a publishing house or 
production house.

▶ Going back to this conception of fiction as 
a safe, removed form of exploring 
marginalized experiences, audio fiction 
podcasts can do that, and they can do it 
in a democratized form that doesn’t need 
a license, for instance, to broadcast.

▶ Diversity brings in more diversity, so the 
fact that this effort is being made in 
audio fiction bodes well for the future of 
not just audio fiction, but podcasting as a 
whole.



The Gateway Podcast Concept



Infinite Dial Statistics and What That Means
▶ Something that podcasting is grappling with right now is the potential plateauing and slow 

rise of podcasting listenership. We are all suffering from a lack of listenership.

▶ Tom Webster, from the survey research company Edison Research, is also the co-author of 
The Infinite Dial. For those that don’t know, The Infinite Dial is a yearly research study on 
ongoing digital media consumption in the United States, and they’ve also released one for 
Canada and one for Australia. Webster gave a keynote at Podcast Movement this year and 
wrote a related longform article looking towards the future of podcasting called Where 
Does Podcasting Go Next?

▶ Among other things, in his keynote and this article, he advances the idea of getting to 100 million 
weekly listeners of podcasts (where we are at currently is about 48 million) Over the same period 
of 13 years, streaming music and video grew much faster than podcasting. This Infinite Dial surveys 
a sample of 2000 Americans.

▶ 64% of Americans know what the word podcasting means, but only 17% of people listen to podcasts 
weekly. That’s a huge gap! We need to overcome that gap in order to build up weekly listeners. 
This gap is somewhat lessened in Canada – 28% of Canadians say they’re podcast listeners and 61% 
are familiar with the term – and *widened* in Australia – 78% of Australians say they’re familiar 
with the term but only 13% say they listen weekly.



Infinite Dial Statistics and What That Means
▶ A statistic that really stuck with me was that 65% of people who say they’ve never listened 

to a podcast say it’s because there is so much to choose from they don’t know where to 
start. Webster argues that there isn’t ONE podcast.

▶ Paraphrased quote: the on-ramp for any one kind of new online media – Hulu, Netflix, what 
have you – is the show, not the format. They need one show that we haven’t made or led 
them to yet.

▶ My following argument: the on-ramp for a lot of the streaming services coming out? Is 
fiction. Fiction TV shows are so popular and wanted that both DC Universe and Disney are 
splitting to create their own subscription streaming service.
▶ I’m not suggesting a subscription service as a solution, I’m suggestion fiction as a potential solution

▶ People clearly want fiction in other forms of media: TV, books, movies. They’re making 
money – Netflix and Hulu and Amazon Prime keep pumping out fiction TV, combined print 
and digital sale of science fiction and fantasy literature have more than doubled since 
2010.
▶ This sharp increase in fiction production and consumption may indicate something about the world we’re 

living in. People want to both escape their problems, and they want a safe space to positively explore 
marginalized experiences.



So why aren’t we – as people who talk 
about, consume, create, and report on 
podcasts – also considering fiction as a 

potential gateway?



The Gateway Podcast Concept: New Listeners

▶ If we’re thinking about how to acquire new listeners – how to convince that 65% of “never 
listened” because “they can’t pick one” – we should be asking them “what else do you 
consume?” I bet they’ve consumed fiction at some point, and enjoyed it.

▶ And I bet marginalized listeners are more likely to find themselves represented in audio 
fiction than they would in, at the very least, visual mediums.

▶ This doesn’t mean I’m arguing for audio fiction to suddenly take the only place in podcast 
coverage. I’m arguing for it to take any place in major coverage on the regular, and a more 
interlinked community between podcasters.



The Gateway Podcast Concept: Some Solutions
▶ We are colleagues, not competition. It will help the growth of podcasting as a whole if we do 

things like: consume podcasts from outside our field, listen and engage with fellow podcasters 
inside our fields and recommend them on social media or on podcasts themselves, and remember 
to point out all the things that are possible in podcasting.

▶ Some positive examples of inter-community cooperation:

▶ RedWing podcast is an inclusive and imaginatively diverse podcast, which has voice actors who are the 
hosts from true crime podcast Wine & Crime

▶ The folks at the Multitude network, as well as journalists like Wil Williams and Alex Hensley, and also 
myself, provide resources for all podcasters to improve their craft

▶ The tag #audiofictionlove on Twitter is a community hashtag, one that is meant to uplift fellow creators, 
actors, producers, and stories in the audio fiction community.

▶ I think we could think of the increase we’re all looking for as the potential for a flow of 
listenership between fiction and nonfiction.



The Flow of Fiction & 
Nonfiction: An Example



The Flow of Fiction & Nonfiction

▶ I have this friend, right – she only listened to audio fiction podcasts. She listened to them 
for the escapism, and she listened to them because she loved imagining other worlds, 
adventures, magic, or just people living their lives who weren’t her.

▶ When I looked at her consumption habits of other media – she also pretty exclusively 
consumed fiction in books, TV, and movies. Sometimes she liked movies that were based on 
true stories and real events, but still – at least somewhat fictionalized.

▶ But as she got deeper into audio fiction, she started thinking about what sort of things 
inspired the creators – and the answer was, often, real life. She could see those allegories 
and metaphors. 



The Flow of Fiction & Nonfiction

▶ Some audio fiction creators on her timeline recommended a few nonfiction podcasts – like 
The Lonely Palette, an art history podcast, or The Hiss, a humanistic storytelling podcast.

▶ And first, she jumped right into intimate nonfiction storytelling – these were beautiful 
audio recordings of people telling their stories, like Love + Radio, The Heart, and Contact 
Mic. It was immersive.

▶ And then she got into history, mostly narrative history podcasts, so that she could 
understand where people were coming from, their histories, facts about environments and 
cultures she had never known.



The Flow of Fiction & Nonfiction

▶ And now she listens to a lot of podcasts, both fiction and nonfiction. The support audio 
fiction gave to nonfiction, and the links many people drew between the two, invigorated 
her to give it another shot, this time making her own decisions and not letting an 
inaccurate recommendation throw her off entirely.

Have you figured it out yet?



This person is me.

Audio fiction holds a very near and dear place in my heart for everything it gave me when I got into 
podcasting, and for everyone’s persistence in saying “there’s so much that’s possible that you haven’t 
considered; give a try.”



Current Growth



Current Growth in Audio Fiction Podcasting

▶ When we’re thinking in terms of our current growth in audio fiction, a lot of major 
networks and companies are out there testing and joining the audio fiction waters for a 
reason: Marvel’s Wolverine, Stitcher’s Gossip, How Stuff Works’ The Control Group, 
Gimlet’s various fictions, and not to mention Night Vale Presents’ line-up, and Panoply’s 
Passenger List (yes, it’s still coming out).

▶ Not only that, but there’s money being put into licensing these things. The Bright Sessions has both 
a TV deal and a three-book deal with Tor Teen; Welcome to Night Vale has been optioned for TV, 
Limetown has a prequel book coming out in November, the podcast Lesser Gods has also gotten a 
TV deal.

▶ I’m hoping for a successful outcome for these podcasts so that places with the money to 
fund artists can hire people who have been working in the indie audio fiction scene. In 
other words, people who understand how to create audio fiction that is impactful and 
meaningful, as well as well-designed and innovative.



The Way Forward



What’s Next for Audio Fiction?
▶ But if we want indie audio fiction to truly be the diverse and inclusive gateway we want, 

we still have work to do.

▶ We need this to be a safe space for marginalized groups to step into, as creators and actors 
and producers.

▶ That means just as in writing or screenplays or stage theater, we need to be mindful of how we’re 
writing and casting these marginalized characters, that we are doing things like hiring sensitivity 
readers and cultural sources, and that we are not falling into the same pitfalls that other forms of 
entertainment have

▶ And that means we need to be thinking about equity and justice alongside inclusive 
diversity – we need to be asking and answering questions that will actually transform 
institutions and not just check off the diversity checklist box. 

▶ This is a concept from an article by Dafina-Lazarus Stewart called Language of Appeasement, on 
how to address the problems minorities face on college campuses in the US due to oppressive 
institutions and structures. (Thanks to Lucille Valentine for pointing me to it.)



Language of Appeasement

▶ The language of appeasement is, essentially, going through insincere and ultimately 
tokenizing motions to “appease”, or quiet, those minority groups who need better 
representation and support.

▶ We see this in fiction creation everywhere: the token Black character, the gay best friend, 
the Latina hotel maid, the poorly-written autistic child. These are people checking diversity 
boxes – the same people who would then say that a story that has all queer characters, for 
instance, is “unrealistic” when they don’t say that about a story that has all straight 
characters.

▶ The saying birds of a feather flock together is not just words; diversity attracts diversity and 
people who suffer systematic oppression absolutely find each other and stay with each other, 
because it’s safe and these are people who understand.



Language of Equity

▶ How do we change this? We need to ask and answer questions that are fundamentally 
different from questions that are just about diversity.

▶ So instead of asking, “How many more minority group X characters do we need to make?”, 
we need to ask “what’s embedded into our writing that’s causing certain groups to 
maintain a perpetual majority?”

▶ Instead of celebrating, “this work has x number of minority characters”, celebrate “this 
work eliminates oppressive stereotypes and does not rely on tactics of victimization in 
order to make these minority characters fulfilled.”



Accessibility Strategies
▶ Another major barrier that I think we all need 

to address is the issue of accessibility. 

▶ I honestly think that audio fiction is leading 
the way towards accessibility – and what I 
mean by that is making podcast content 
consumable for all people, including those 
who are Deaf, hard of hearing, or have 
auditory processing difficulties by making 
transcripts or captions available.

▶ I recognize that part of this is because a lot 
of audio fiction has a script already, so it’s 
simpler to transform that into a transcript 
that doesn’t contain spoiler production notes 
and put it up on the internet.

▶ But there are still gaps! I look towards a 
podcast like Join the Party for inspiration, a 
Multitude actual play podcast. They provide 
transcripts for all their episodes. Those 
episodes are fully improvised, and have 
sound effects and music!

▶ Providing free transcripts – or videos with 
closed captions like Love & Luck does – 
means that not only are you doing useful 
online stuff like bettering your SEO and 
improving your business practices, but you’re 
increasing your reach to an audience is often 
left by the wayside. And the importance of 
that move cannot be understated.

▶ If you’re looking for a great resource on 
podcasts with transcripts, I highly recommend 
user @AccessthePod – they are currently 
building a list of podcasts that have 
transcripts available.



Other Problems & Potential Solutions

▶ The “discovery problem” – whatever that 
might be actually referring to, I think this can 
be partially addressed by podcasters building a 
professional brief or press kit and creating 
those transcripts. And then, using those 
professional resources, reaching out to more 
than just podcast-only reporters or social 
media. Think about entertainment authors, pop 
culture reporters, arts magazines, local radio 
stations or newspapers that might find you 
interesting! Learn your professional pitch, be 
kind and respectful, and go out there and find 
someone who wants to talk about you.

▶ The financing problem – that’s something 
that podcasting as a whole is also grappling 
with. CROWDFUND. FIND A GRANT. START A 
PATREON. Pay your artists! The starving artist 
trope I mentioned earlier is an actual real 
problem, and you have to pay your voice 
actors, sound engineer, hosts, whatever. Yes, 
even in podcasting. This is part of how 
podcasting takes that step forward into the 
light of major media and increasing 
listenership: if people are getting paid for it at 
all levels? That’s a sign for a wider populace 
that podcasting has to be paid attention to.



Hopes & Dreams



More Audio Fiction Doing Great Work

▶ Greater Boston is a slipstream fiction podcast about an alternate universe Boston where the 
Red Line – one of the subway lines – decides to separate from Boston and become its own 
city.

▶ And that gets exactly as nuts as you might think. There’s a lot of silly weirdness, but also a lot of 
grappling with serious topics, like racism and how it influences things like economics, 
gentrification, the housing market, and even just walking down the street.

▶ Probably one of my favorite things that GB does is the creators interview real Boston Residents, 
and put clips of those interviews into their audio. They ask them about their real lives in Boston, 
especially as marginalized people, and about what they do if they lived in the alternate Boston. It 
makes everything feel a lot more real because these are actual people, and you can see the 
relationship between the questions they’re answering and what’s happening in Greater Boston.



More Audio Fiction Doing Great Work

▶ The Big Loop,an anthology audio fiction podcast created by two Korean-Canadians, Paul Bae 
and Steve Jin. You might recognize Paul Bae as the creator of The Black Tapes.

▶ The Big Loop is an exploration of what it means to be human, often using the supernatural or 
magical realist as an allegory or as a way to heighten emotion and deliver themes.

▶ Everything about this podcast is carefully cultivated, from the writing to the music and 
soundscaping to the voice actors chosen to recreate the episodes. Every episode is the style of a 
monologue, or very small cast, and they deal with very relevant, personally impactful themes.

▶ “Surfacing” is a story from a Deaf Japanese ama diver – one of the pearl divers – who gives the 
story of her life as a Deaf person growing up, falling in love and the complications it brought in her 
time and place, and the effects that Western commercial imperialism had on her work as a pearl 
diver, and therefore on herself.



A Hopeful Future

▶ Audio fiction is a rapidly growing and diversifying community in podcasting.

▶ I’m seeing a lot of wonderful interactions in supporting each other and thinking critically 
about the work being put out, including people’s own stuff.

▶ I’m also seeing a lot of people asking for and paying sensitivity readers, and being specific 
with their casting calls – creating characters specifically written as a marginalized person 
and saying “we’re only accepting actors who fit the profile”.

▶ I’m seeing in the audio fiction community, please bear with me, press kits! I love press kits. 
I’m a reporter and critic, and press kits are like GOLD.

▶ And, the best part, is that I’m just witnessing a lot of diversity in content. There’s 
superheroes, and there’s spaceships, and there’s fairies, but there’s also slice-of-life, 
queer romance, lighthearted stories, and there’s injustice, and revolution, and change.



The End!
▶ I know this was a lot!

▶ And now I’m open for questions with the caveat that, like, I am not a finances guru. A lot of 
this is a thought experiment based on data I’ve collected from other areas of media. I 
*don’t* have a plan to implement it.

▶ And most importantly, if you as a marginalized person have a comment or critique of 
something I’ve said with regards to a marginalized community and concepts surrounding 
that, please reach out to me and let me know in any way that makes you feel most 
comfortable. You can reach me @ Twitter or at my email, or you can do it right here in the 
chat.



Thank you for listening, 
thank you for being here, 

and I hope to see you in the 
fiction space.


